NAME OF COLLECTION: Warren CHAPPELL Art Collection


SUBJECT: Book design and illustration; type design.

DATES COVERED: 1931-1978

NUMBER OF ITEMS: 70

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: x Listed: _____ Arranged: _____ Not organized: _____

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: _______ Boxed: 1 & 2 Folios Stored: Art aisle, stack 13. folders

LOCATION: (Library) Rare Book & Manuscript CALL-NUMBER Art Coll/Chappell

RESTRICTIONS ON USE: None

DESCRIPTION:
A collection of drawings, original and proof book illustrations, type designs and specimens, publisher's dummies and dust jackets by Warren Chappell, 1904- , type designer and book designer and illustrator.
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